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Introduction of Somba-Siawari in Burum-Mindik 

 In the Huon Peninsula which is the biggest peninsula in Papua New 
Guinea there are about 30 languages. Most of them are Papuan. S.I.L. is 
involved with 10 languages and the Lutherans have done translations in 
Kâte and Yabim. Yabim is the Austronesian and Kâte the Papuan church 
language in Morobe province.  All the Papuan languages in the Huon 
Peninsula are related to Kâte in a chain, so that the further you go, 
the more differences you'll find. Yet they are grouped into two 
families: Eastern and Western Huon language families belonging to the 
Finnisterre-Huon Stock of the Trans-New Guinea Phylum.  Burum-Mindik is 
on high mountains in the middle of the Huon Peninsula. It’s language 
Somba-Siawari is the Eastern most language of the Western Huon Language 
family. Somba-Siawari has two dialects, which are 92% cognate. The 
Somba dialect is spoken by about 4500 Burum people and the Siawari 
dialect in the Mindik area by about 2500. 
 
Politically Burum-Mindik is the most Western end of the Finschhafen 
district located halfway between Lae and Finschhafen. Flight traffic 
connects the area with Lae, but the road is also being built from 
Finschhafen to Lae through Burum-Mindik. Traditionally the Eastern 
passage to Finschhafen has gained prestige, but nowadays the Lae 
direction is much more important. 
 
Many structures of the Somba-Siawari (Burum-Mindik) language seem to be 
simpler than those of the neighboring more coastal languages. For 
example, the verbs have only three tenses, the verb phrases have only 
one object auxiliary, only six morphophonemic rules etc. Although the 
morphophonemics and the grammar in general are simpler, the clitic 
system is still complicated. 

Definition and functions of the clitics 

 The clitics are a special group of words. They are phonologically 
dependent like suffixes, but syntactically they are words. This means 
that a clitic must always be attached to another word, but the clitic's 
grammatical function is not within the word it is attached to, but in 
some larger structure. Some clitics have a function in the phrase, 
others have a function in the sentence. Because a clitic's function is 
not within a word, clitics may attach to more than one class of words.  
In Somba-Siawari clitics may be attached to either verbs, nominals or 
particles. They occur as dependent lodgers like parasites. Still they 
carry important functions and thus cannot be omitted. 
 Clitics are sometimes written as separate words and sometimes 
attached to other words. The articles in English are clitics written as 
separate words. The Somba-Siawari clitics are written as being attached 
to other words. 
 When the Germans started writing Kâte and faced clitics, they 
regarded them as inflectional suffixes, perhaps because some morphemes 
with similar functions are written as suffixes in the European 
languages. However, because the Somba-Siawari morphemes we are 
considering here do not function within the word like suffixes (and 
this is reflected in the fact that they can be attached not only to the 
nominals, but often also to the verbs and even particles) we regard 
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them as clitics.  Actually the Somba-Siawari nominals do not have any 
inflectional affixes, but verbs do. 
 The 13 clitics of Somba-Siawari can be grouped into five 
categories: 1) the emphasizers, 2) the topic clitic has several 
syntactic functions as well as its pragmatic function of topicality and 
givenness, 3) the locatives 4) the relator clitics relate words, 
phrases and even sentences to each other, often functioning like 
conjunctions. 5) Some clitics have a secondary function in which they 
act as derivational suffixes, so that the resulting words, derived 
mostly from nouns, semantically correspond to adjectives and/or 
adverbs. 
 In Somba-Siawari the different clitics have partly overlapping 
meanings. Some clitics have several meanings and certain meanings can 
be conveyed by several clitics. Thus they make up a partly interrelated 
system. It can be described either by listing the different meanings 
and how they can be expressed or vice versa, by listing the individual 
clitics with their different meanings. In this paper I am using both 
methods in part, i.e. making a synthesis. Also, some clitics may 
precede or follow other clitics, and this will be shown in the 
discussion of those clitics. 
 The Somba-Siawari language has 19 consonants and 6 vowels. There 
are 8 plosives (p, t, k, q /kw/, b, d, g, gw), 6 spirants (w, r, h, s, 
j /dz/, z /ts/), 3 nasals (m, n, ŋ), one lateral (l) and one semivowel 
(y). The six vowels are (i, e, ö, a, o and u). It should be noted that 
there is a morphophonemic spirantization rule, namely that three 
voiceless plosives (p-t-k) get spirantized (into w-r-h respectively) in 
intervocalic positions at the morpheme boundaries. 

1. The emphasizers 
 There are six different emphasizer clitics -a, -o, -i, -e, -töp 
and -to. 
 In poems and songs the one vowel clitics can be attached after 
any phrase. Sometimes two or three of them occur together. They are 
sometimes attached to a particular line of a song, and other times they 
are not attached to that line. They are used just to fill up the metre 
or rhythm rather than for their emphasis meaning. 
 
        Ge-ma-w-e           -ea      -ea      -a  
        go.down-will-it-yes yes.sure yes.sure sure 
        It will sure go down lala lala la. 

1.1. The general emphasizer clitic -a(p)  
 The emphasizer clitic -a(p) (after vowels -ya(p)) (emph) marks 
the final verb of a clause, as in examples 2b and 3a, or the complement 
of a stative clause as in example 1.  For more emphasis the clitic can 
be reduplicated into -awa(p), as in example 2c. (The spirantization 
rule changes the /p/ into /w/.) The general emphasizer clitic -a also 
follows the referential clitic -göt to indicate purpose. This will be 
discussed in section 4.2. 
  
1.  Morö   mi   azi  me ambi?   Mi   azi -a. 
    little that male or female  that male-EMPH 
    Is the baby a boy or a girl? Oh, it's a boy. 
 
2a. Mönö  an-b-in.         2b. Mönö  an-b-in -a. 
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    just  go-FUT-1PL           well go-FUT-1PL-EMPH 
    Yes, we'll go/Let's go!    Just let's go! 
 
2c. Mönö an-b-in    -aw-ap.  
    just go-FUT-1PL-EMPH-EMPH  
    Let's go. That's what we'll do. 
 
3a. Kainantu lök     an-da eh-0-al-a         tat-z-al. 
    Kainantu already go-SS see-PAST-1SG-EMPH sit-PRES-I 
    Yes, I have already gone and seen Kainantu. 
 
The word tatzal 'I sit' orients the listener back into the present 
situation. The emphaziser -a is obligatory here as a linkage between 
the two sentences. The two sentences (final verbs) connected with -a 
give the perfective meaning "have seen". Compare 3a with the non-
emphatic sentence 3b: 
 
3b. Kainantu lök     an-da eh-0-al. 
    Kainantu already go-SS see-PAST-1SG 
    I already went and saw Kainantu.  

1.2. The calling out clitic -o  
 When shouting or calling to people at a distance the call out 
clitic -o (call) occurs at the end of the sentence. The general 
emphasizer -a may precede the calling out clitic -o. 
 
4. Ka - m -am -o! 
   come-FUT-1SG-CALL  
   I'll sure come! 
 
5. Bomboŋ   ka-z-aw-aw-o! 
   whiteman  come-PRES-3SG-EMPH-CALL 
   The white man is comiing! 
 
6  Ka-ger-o!     Totoko könahi-z-aw-o! 
   come-2PL-CALL meeting start-PRES-3SG-CALL 
   Please come! The meeting is starting. 

1.3. The determiner clitic -i  
 The determiner clitic -i (det) occurs at the end of the sentence 
final verb. When the next sentence starts with a relative pronoun, then 
the determiner is connecting the two sentences the first one being 
relativized as in example 7. The determiner signals that the sentence 
preceding it is highlighted. The relative pronoun 'that' is mi (mihi, 
miŋgi in the Siawari dialect). The general emphasizer -a may precede 
the determiner as in example 7b. 
 
7a  Azi endu  ka-z-aw-i,        mi   kegwek azi-a. 
    man there come-PRES-3SG-DET that bandit man-EMPH 
    The man who comes over there, is a robber. 
 
7b  Azi endu  ka-z-aw-aw-i,          mi   umbuŋep azi-a. 
    man there come-PRES-3SG-EMPH-DET that shaman   man-EMPH 
    The very man who comes over there, is a shaman. 
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Occasionally the determiner occurs only as a highlighter. Then the 
sentence preceding it is not relativized and there is no relative 
pronoun following it. See example 8 
 
8. I  neŋg-umbul-a an-j-aw-i.      "Emu-ne-ya!" 
   he us-bring-SS   go-PRES-3SG-DET down-there-EMPH 
   He escorted us and went. Then we saw him and shouted: 
 
   qet-a   ek-z-in. 
   shout-SS see-PRES-1PL 
   "Down there he is!" 
 
Sometimes there is no second sentence following the determiner clitic, 
as in the following dialogues: 
 
9. "Ka-z-an!"            "Ka-z-al-i!" 
   come-PRES-2SG         come-PRES-1SG-DET 
   "Oh, you come!"  "Yes, I did come! (What about that?)" 
 
10. "Buk -jajö    mem-b-in."   "Mi   ölöw-i." 
    book-shelter  make-FUT-1PL that good-DET 
    We'll build a library. Oh, that's good. 
 
 This determiner clitic also occurs as the last phoneme in the 
non-topicalized person and demonstrative pronouns (ni, gi, i, niri, 
iŋiri, iŋiri, nini, iŋini, iŋini and ki 'this', mi 'that'). The 
preceding part is the actual pronoun and the final -i is its 
determiner. When these pronouns are "nominalized" + topicalized, they 
take the forms: n-öŋ-ön, g-öŋ-ön, y-aŋ-ön etc and ki-aŋ-ön, mi-aŋ-ön. 
In the Siawari dialect the topic allomorph -gön occurs as a parallel 
form for -ön attached to these pronouns. See further in section 2. 

1.4. The angry determiner clitic -e  
 The clitic -e (after vowels -ye) (angry det) occurs  at the end 
of interrogative sentences that imply rebuking. The general emphasizer 
–aw- can occur preceding -e as in example 12. (The spirantization rule 
changes -ap into -aw.) 
 
11. O, gi  mönö wuan-öŋ-gör-a    ki   gaun  ahö-z-an-e? 
    ah you just what-NOM-for-EMPH here sleep lie-PRES-2SG-ANGRY.DET 
    Ah, just why are you sleeping here?  (Jonah 1:6) 
 
12. "Ki-a     ölŋ-a    me muneŋ-aw-e?"      ji-0-yök. 
    this-EMPH true-EMPH or lie-EMPH-ANGRY.DET say-PAST-3SG 
    "Is this really true or just a lie?" he said. 

1.5. The diminutive clitic -töp.  
 The diminutive clitic occurs after nouns, noun phrases and the 
adverb mewö. The clitic has the following allomorphs: -röp occuring 
after vowels, and -töp after voiceless consonants (plosives), -döp 
after voiced consonants, The allomorphs -ti(p) and -di(p) occur in the 
Siwari dialect. 
 
13. Könöw-a(p)-töp-nin(i)-aŋ-gör-a     an-m-am. 
    firewood-EMPH-DIM-our-NOM-for-EMPH go-FUT-1SG  
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    I'm going to just get some little firewood for us. 
 
14. Mohot-töp. Mewö-röp/mewö-di. 
    one-DIM    thus-DIM 
    Only one.  That's it. 

1.6. The uncertainty clitic -to 
      The uncertainty clitic -to can be attached to the end of question 
sentences to emphasize uncertainty. 
 
15. Denöwö ak-0-in-to?          Me-ma-p      me qahöp-to? 
    How    do-FUT-1PL-UNCERTAIN make-FUT-3SG or not-UNCERTAIN 
    What in the world shall we do? She perhaps might not take it. 

2. The topic, instrument, and locative clitic -nöŋ  
 The various uses of the clitic -nöŋ are discussed below. 
The clitic has other allomorphs as follows: 
 
- -an occurs after the adjectivizer suffix -ŋ-, and after 
possessive suffixes, as in example 17. 
 
- -ön occurs after the nominalizer suffix (-öŋ-, -aŋ-, -e(t)k-, -eŋ-), 
as in example 18. 
 
- -gön occurs after the ŋ-final nominalizer suffixes in the Siawari 
dialect. 
 
- (The allomorph -ŋön is used instead of -ön in the parallel word yen-
ŋön for yeŋ-ön 'they' in some Wanduhum villages.) 

2.1. Topic  
 A prominent feature in the Somba-Siawari language is the marking 
of (givenness and) topicality. Many sentences have the topic clitic -
nöŋ (-an, -(ŋ)ön, -gön) (top) marking the subject. The clitic is 
attached to the last word of the SUBJECT which will be a nominal, 
either a noun (examples 16 and 17), pronoun (example 18), adjective, 
numeral, or a nominalized sentence (example 19). 
 
16. Tofamo-nöŋ azi qet ketaŋi mem-ba  tat-z-a.      
    name-TOP   man name big   take-SS sit-PRES-3SG 
    Tofamo has become and is a famous and influential man. 
 
17. Ala-ŋ-an       sile-tuat-kö   kumbut   miri-nöŋ an-0-ök.  
    friend-her-TOP skin-white-of  saucepan house-in go-PAST-3SG 
    Her friend went to work as a white man's kitchen servant. 
 
18  N-öŋ-ön  kimbi    ki   oho-za-l. 
    I-NOM-TOP writing this write-pres-1sg 
    I write this article. 
 
19  Miri  me-0-ger-aŋ-ön        lök     kömu-0-get.   
    house make-PAST-3PL-NOM-TOP already die-PAST-3PL 
    The ones who built the house have already died. 
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 While the topicalizer clitic usually marks the subject, it can 
also mark the adverb mewö 'thus', as in example 20.   
 
20. Mewö-nöŋ aŋgururuk ak aŋ-gu-0-get. 
    thus-TOP quarrel   do each.other-give-PAST-3PL 
    In that way they quarrelled among themselves. 
 
 It should be noted that when the topic clitic is attached to 
pronouns, as in example 18 above, the pronoun is always "nominalized" 
by a nominalizer suffix. The nominalizer suffix has four allomorphs:  
 
        -öŋ- with 1st and 2nd sg pronouns,  
 
        -aŋ- with 3rd sg pronouns, (and verbs)  
 
        -e(t)k- with dual pronouns and  
 
        -eŋ- with plural pronouns.  
 
The -aŋ- form of the nominalizer suffix is also used to nominalize 
sentences, as in example 19. (The spirantization rule is applied to the 
preceding plosive.) 

2.2. Locative 
 An example of the use of -nöŋ as a locative clitic can be seen in 
17 above. This will be further discussed in section 3.1. 

2.3. Temporal  
 The clitic -nöŋ obligatorily marks some time words or 
expressions, as in example 21. 
 
21. Yara 1948-nöŋ binaŋ        tekö-ba   o     ari-0-get. 
    Year 1948 in  confirmation finish-SS water wash-PAST-3PL 
    In the year 1948 they finished the confirmation school and got 
baptized. 

2.4. Instrument 
 The clitic -nöŋ also marks the instrument used for an action, as 
in example 22. 
 
22. Mönöwök  sömbup liŋgip-nöŋ u-0-get. 
    long.ago animal spear-with shoot-PAST-3PL 
    In the old days they shot animals with spears.  

2.5. Adversative  
 In the Siawari dialect the clitic -nöŋ occurs at the end of one 
sentence to connect it in an adversative 'but' relationship to the 
following sentence, as in example 23. In the Somba dialect the 
adversative clitic is -mö, and this will be mentioned again in section 
4.5. 
 
23. Mewö qahöp-nöŋ, denike ahö-b-an-ak? 
    Thus no-but     where  sleep-IRREAL-2SG-might  
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    Not so, but where else would you sleep? 

3. The locative clitics 
 Locative clitics refer to either the inside or the outside of a 
location or an object. The inner location clitic corresponds to the 
English prepositions 'in(side), into' and the outer location clitic 
corresponds to 'at, (on)to'. 

3.1. Inner locative clitic -nöŋ 'in' 
 This is the same as the topic clitic -nöŋ discussed in the 
previous section, and an instance of its use as a locative was seen in 
example 17. It has an allomorph -e which occurs after possessive 
suffixes and adjectives. Examples can be seen in 25. The allomorph -nöŋ 
occurs after non-human nouns, as in example 24. However, there are a 
few non-human nouns which can take either allomorph, as in example 26. 
On these nouns the allomorphs appear to be used interchangeably, except 
that -e is more commonly used in the northern part of the language area 
than in the southern villages. The inner locative -nöŋ does not occur 
after human nouns or pronouns. 
 
24. Jaugem azi gölöm-nöŋ qe-0-yök. 
    arrow  man stomach-in hit-PAST-3SG 
    The arrow hit/went into the man's stomach. 
 
25. miri-n-e            nup-k-e         gösö-ŋin-e 
    house-my-in         garden-your-in  bilum-their-in 
    in my house         in your garden  in their bags 
 
26. nup-nöŋ  (or) nuw-e      in the garden 
    miri-nöŋ (or) mir-e      in the house 
    o-nöŋ    (or) o-e        in the water 
 
In one instance the locative clitic is used figuratively: 
27. Morö-röp-n-e    qeqetal      azi mal-0-al. 
    child-DIM-my-in disobedience man be-PAST-1SG 
    As (I was) a little child, I was rebellious. 

3.2. Outer locative clitic -göreŋ 
 This clitic consists of the referential clitic -göt followed by 
the morpheme -eŋ. Together they make the locative clitic -göreŋ, (-
köreŋ), which also functions as an emphatic possessive clitic. (see 
section 4.3.) As the locative clitic, it occurs after a noun phrase, as 
in example 28, a noun, or a nominalized pronoun, as in 29 and 30. It is 
the only locative clitic which occurs with the pronouns and proper 
nouns, because when -nöŋ occurs with them, it has topical givenness 
meaning. See section 2.1. 
 
28. Mewö azi-göreŋ an-0-ök. 
    thus man-to    go-PAST-3SG 
    Thus she went to a man. / So she got married. 
 
29. Suŋa-azi-gö    miri  asa-asambötŋ-e mi-aŋ-göreŋ an-m-e! 
    sorcery-man-of house hidden-in      that-NOM-to go-FUT-2PL 
    Please, go to the sorcerer's hidden house! 
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30. Azi-nöŋ amöt-qeqe  y-aŋ-göreŋ an-0-ök. 
    man-TOP cold-maker him-NOM-to go-PAST-3SG 
    The man has gone to the witchdoctor.  

3.3. Locative clitics with -ök and göröken 
 All locative clitics can take the limiter clitic -ök (-ok) (-yök) 
after them to give the meaning 'out of' or 'from', as in examples 31-
33. Note: -e + -ök = -eyök,  -nöŋ + -ök = -nöhök    
 
31. Miri-nöhök   (= mir-eyök)   köwak kor-0-ök. 
    house-out.of (house-out.of) smoke come.up-PAST-3SG 
    Out of the house rose smoke. 
 
32. Bohon jöhöjöhö y-aŋ-ön    jaugem azi-nöhök  qözöl-j-a. 
    head  tier     he-NOM-TOP arrow  man-out.of pull-PRES-3SG 
    The rescue man is pulling the arrow out of the man. 
 
33. Dokta-göreŋ-ök  ka-z-an me? 
    doctor-to-from  come-PRES-2SG or? 
    Are you coming from the doctor? 
 
 Words ending with locative clitics can be followed by the adverb 
göröken 'the direction', as in examples 34-36. 
 
34. Kerök-nöŋ töröpkö-ba  n-öŋ-göreŋ göröken   ka-0-yök. 
    enemy-top threaten-SS me-NOM-to  direction come-PAST-3SG 
    The enemy threatened and came towards me. 
 
35. Nup-nöŋ (= Nuw-e) göröken   ke   et-z-a. 
    garden-in         direction rain come.down-PRES-3SG 
    It rains in the direction of the garden. 
 
36. Azi an-0-öh-aŋ-göreŋ göröken     timbi eri-0-get      mör-0-in. 
    man go-PAST-3SG-NOM-to direction arrow shoot-PAST-3PL hear-PAST-1PL 
    We heard shooting in the direction where the man went. 
 
The direction adverb göröken can also take the limiter clitic -ök. Then 
the meaning is 'from the direction', as in examples 37-39. (Other uses 
of the limiter clitic will be discussed in section 5.1.) 
 
37. Miri  gwamönŋi mi-aŋ-göreŋ göröken-ök     sökön kun ka-0-yök. 
    house empty    that-NOM-to direction-from mouse a   come-PAST-3SG 
    From the direction of the empty house came a mouse. 
 
38. Asak-nöŋ  wehön kotkotŋ-e   göröken-ök     ka-z-a. 
    light-TOP sun   going.up-in direction-from come-PRES-3SG 
    The light comes from the Eastern direction. 
 
39. Sem-nöŋ      göröken  -ök   öme    yeŋön asuhu-mak-z-e. 
    Precipice-in direction-from spirit they  appear-HAB-PRES-3PL 
    The spirits usually appear from the direction of the precipices. 
 
Place names do not take the locative clitics, so whether they express 
location or destination depends on the verb. Place names do take the 
limiter clitic -ök however. 
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40. Lei mal-j-a.      Lei an-j-a.     Lei-yök   ka-z-a. 
    Lae live-PRES-3SG Lae go-PRES-3SG Lae-from  come-PRES-3SG 
    He lives in Lae.  He goes to Lae. He comes from Lae. 

4. The relator clitics 
 The relator clitics mostly consist of either the referential 
clitic alone, or the referential clitic followed by another clitic or 
morpheme. The determiner clitic -i, which also sometimes functions 
rather like a relator, was discussed in section 1.3 and will not be 
further discussed here. 

4.1. The referential, purpose and possessive clitic -gö(t)  
 The clitic has two allomorphs: -kö(t) occurs after voiceless 
sounds and -gö(t) after voiced sounds. It occurs after a noun phrase or 
pronoun. 

4.1.1. Referential and purpose 
 The clitic -gö(t) has a referential or purpose meaning when it 
attaches to a noun phrase or pronoun which has a function in the 
sentence, as in examples 41-42.   
 
41. Y-aŋ-gö          kelök  keu  ji-0-yök 
    she-nom-TO/ABOUT grease talk say-past-3sg 
    He joked with/about her. 
 
42. O-göt     an-m-am. 
    water-FOR go-fut-1sg 
    I'll go to get water. 

4.1.2. Possessive  
 The clitic -gö(t) has a possessive meaning, when it attaches to a 
pronoun or noun (usually animate) acting as possessor within a noun 
phrase, in which it is followed by a noun plus possessor suffix. 
Examples 43-44 illustrate this. 
 
43. N-öŋ-gö  miri- ni  mi   pisikŋi  oho-0-yal. 
    I-NOM-of house-my  that red      paint-PAST-1SG 
    I have painted my house red. 
 
44. Liliŋgö-ba ka-m-aw-aŋ-gö       keu-ŋi   möt-z-in.   
    Return-SS  come-FUT-3SG-NOM-of talk-his know-PRES-1PL 
    We know the words of the one who is coming back. (or) 
    We know the words about the one who is coming back. 
 
 Possession can be expressed in four different ways depending on 
the degree of emphasis and style. Example 45 illustrates this. 
 
45. a) miri-ni    b) n-öŋ-gö miri    c) n-öŋ-gö miri-ni  
       house-my      me-NOM-of house     me-NOM-of house-my    
       my house      my house            my house             
 
    d) n-öŋ-göreŋ miri 
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       me-NOM-of.EMPH house 
       house of mine 

4.2. The emphatic purpose and reason clitic -göra 
 When the general emphasizer -a is added to -göt,  the combination 
clitic -göra(p), (-köra(p)) occasionally has a referential kind of 
meaning when attached to a noun phrase, as in example 46. More 
frequently, however, -göra(p) marks purpose or reason.   
 
46. Kian     ki   mi   Simbu-gör-a.   
    stranger this that Chimbu-REFER-EMPH 
    This visitor is from Chimbu/a Chimbu person. 

4.2.1. Purpose 
 The emphatic clitic -göra(p), like the unemphatic -gö(t), may 
attach to a noun phrase to indicate purpose. Compare example 47 with 44 
above. 
 
47. O -gör-a       an-m-am. 
    water-for-EMPH go-fut-1sg 
    I'll go in order to get water. 
 
 Often, however, -göra(p) attaches to a final verb which is future 
tense or irrealis. In this case it indicates that the sentence to which 
it is attached states the purpose of the action expressed in the 
following sentence. Examples 48-50 illustrate this. 
 
48. Miti         möt-p-in -gör-a       ka-z-in. 
    Christianity hear-FUT-1PL-for-EMPH come-PRES-1PL 
    We came to attend the Church service. 
 
49. Börö-nini et -p-a -pu-kör-a                       köulukö-z-in. 
    work-our  come.down-IRREAL-3SG-would.not-for-EMPH pray-PRES-1PL 
    We pray that our work would not fail. 
 
50. Ambi  me-m-ap  -kö(ra)       moneŋ keu-ŋi   ji-0-yök. 
    woman take-FUT-3SG-for(EMPH) money talk-his say-PAST-3SG 
    He talked about money (in order) to get a wife. 
 
As example 50 shows, the unemphatic clitic -gö(t) may also sometimes 
mark a purpose sentence. 

4.2.2. Reason 
 When -göra(p) attaches to a final verb which is present or past 
tense and nominalized, it indicates that the sentence to which it is 
attached states the reason for the action expressed in the following 
sentence, as in example 51a.   
 
51a Moneŋ-ni yoŋgorö me-0-ger-aŋ-gör-a 
    money-my stole   take-PAST-3PL-NOM-for-EMPH 
  
    Hagen  an-m-am-gör-a       osi-z-al.      
    Hagen  go-FUT-1SG-for-EMPH be.unable-PRES-1SG 
    Because they stole my money, I can't go to Hagen. 
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If the first sentence was foregrounded, it would not be nominalized, 
and -göra(p) would then attach to a demonstrative pronoun referring 
back to the first sentence, as in 51b. 
 
51b Moneŋ-ni yoŋgorö me-0-get.  
    money-my theft   take-PAST-3PL 
 
    Mi-aŋ-gör-a       Hagen an-m-am-gör-a       osi-z-al. 
    that-NOM-for-EMPH Hagen go-FUT-1SG-for-EMPH be.unable-PRES-1SG 
    They stole my money. Therefore I can't go to Hagen. 

4.3. The emphatic possessive clitic -göreŋ  
 The clitic -göreŋ has a possessive meaning when it attaches to a 
pronoun or noun acting as possessor in a noun phrase, as in examples 52 
and 45d above. The use of -göreŋ as a locative clitic can also be seen 
in 52, and is discussed in section 3.2.   
 
52. Soini-göreŋ miri  mi-aŋ-göreŋ an-b-in. 
    name-of     house that-NOM-to go-FUT-1PL 
    We'll go to Soini's house. 

4.4. The referential clitic -gö(t) in a comparative phrase 
 Nominals taking the referential clitic -gö(t) can be followed by 
the following comparison words. 
 
        1) dop, (söp in Siawari)- similarity of quality, size, measure. 
        2) tandök (tanik in Siawari) - behavioural likeness 
        3) tandöktandök (taniktanik in Siawari) – resemblance 
 
53. Möt-ket! Kezap jupjup! Bau kiam-gö dop mal-ak-z-e. 
    Hear-2PL foolishness   pig dog-of like live-HAB-PRES-2PL 
    Listen! This is crazy. You live like pigs and dogs. 
 
54. Timbi sou qahöp-mö, töndup mi-aŋ-gö  tandök aŋgu-ba  ka-0-get. 
    bow   knife not-but still  that-NOM-of like carry-SS come-PAST-3PL      
    They did not have weapons, but still they came like carrying them. 
  
55. Azi mi   ösum-ŋ-an      an-j-a.     Mi   luhut-kö tandöktandök. 
    man that power-his-with go-PRES-3SG that wind-of  resemblance 
    That man goes fast. It's like the wind. 
 
Other comparative words include ewö 'like, being the case'  
 
        m-ewö (mi-ewö) 'like that'  
        k-ewö (ki-ewö, mu-ewö, muŋg-ewö) 'like this'  
 
Since ewö does not follow the clitic -gö(t), these words  will not be 
further discussed here. 

4.5. Adversative clitic -mö 
 Another clitic that connects and relates sentences to each other 
is -mö 'but'. Siawari dialect uses -nöŋ 'but'. See section 2. An 
example of -mö can be seen in 54. 
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5. Clitics with a derivational function 
 Some clitics have, besides their primary function(s), a secondary 
function somewhat like a derivational suffix. All functions of these 
clitics which have not been covered earlier in this paper are discussed 
below. 

5.1. The limiter clitic -ök. 
 The use of ök (-ok) after a locative word to express origin or 
source has been discussed in section 3.2. 
 When -(y)ök (-(y)ok) follows nouns and pronouns, it means 'only', 
as in example 56. After adjectives and adverbs it has an intensifying 
meaning 'very', as in examples 57-58. The reduplicated form (-y)öhök 
has an even more intensified meaning, as in examples 59-60. This 
limiter clitic has not been observed following verbs. 
 
56. O-nöh-ök      ka-ba   miri-yök   kin-j-a        eh-0-in.    
    water-in-from come-SS house-only stand-PRES-3SG see-PAST-1PL 
    As we came from the river, we saw just the empty house standing. 
 
57. Mötmöt    mi-yök    mem-ba  ka-0-yök.           
    knowledge that-only take-SS come-PAST-3SG 
    He brought that same knowledge. 
 
58. Söŋan-ök     mosöt-a  an-0-in. 
    morning-very leave-SS go-PAST-1PL 
    Early in the morning we left. 
 
59. Qaqazu-nöŋ  keu-ŋi   ölöpŋan-öh-ök  ji-0-yök. 
    teacher-TOP talk-his good-only-only say-PAST-3SG 
    The teacher spoke very very well/really well. 
 
60. a) m-ewö      b) m-ewö-yök       c) m-ewö-yöh-ök 
       that-like     that-like-very     that-like-very-very 
       like that     just like that     exactly like that 
 
As a derivator -ök (-ok) makes adverbs out of nouns and adjectives, as 
in example 61. 
 
61. Lömböt  asuhu-i-ga    ösum-ök    bauköm aŋ-gu-z-in. 
    problem appear-3SG-DS power-only help   each.other-give-PRES-1PL 
    When problem arises, we help each other quickly. 
 
62. Walah-ok   ambazip eŋ-gu-ba     oho-ba  ne-z-e-ma. 
    first-only people  them-kill-SS cook-SS eat-PRES-3Pl-CUSTOM 
    Long ago they customarily killed people, cooked and ate them up. 

5.2. Accompaniment clitic -buk  
The accompaniment clitic -buk has two allomorphs in each dialect: 
 
-buk (-guk in Siawari) occurs after vowels and voiced consonants. 
-puk (-kuk in Siawari) occurs after voiceless consonants. 
 
When -buk is attached to the end of a noun phrase or pronoun, it has 
comitative meaning 'with, in company of', as in example 63 
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63. Anöm-ŋam-buk  köna-nöŋ ka-za-hot. 
    wife-his-with road-on  come-PRES-3DU 
    He comes with his wife on the road. 
 
The clitic -buk also functions like a derivational suffix to create 
adjectives and adverbs out of nouns, as in examples 64-65. 
 
64. Wem-ŋi  mi   jit-ŋam-buk    kötökŋi. 
    axe-his that teeth-its-with very  
    His axe is very sharp. 
 
65. Azi könöp-ŋam-buk kun-öŋ  miri  mi   qesiŋ-0-nök. 
    man fire-his-with one-TOP house that break-PAST-3SG 
    One violent man broke into that house. 
 
It's hard to tell whether it is this clitic or a homophonous morpheme 
which occurs with irrealis verbs as a conditional negative marker or 
suffix 'that (would) not', 'not good if', as in example 66 
 
66. Et-a    ge-ba qe-b-a-puk -(k)ör-a              naŋgö-z-a. 
    down-SS go-SS hit-IRREAL-3SG-not.good-for-EMPH support-PRES-3SG 
    He takes supports, so that he would not fall and hurt himself. 

5.3. Instrument and locative clitic -nöŋ 
 Several uses of the clitic -nöŋ were discussed in sections 2 and 
3.1. Some adverbs are derived from possessed nouns followed by the -an 
allomorph of -nöŋ in its instrumental and locative sense, as in 
examples 67 and 68. 
 
67. Sihim-n-an azi ketaŋi ak-ileŋ-ak. 
    desire-my-with man big become-IRREAL-maybe 
    I would love to become a big man. 
 
68. Salök-nöŋ andö-n-an  ahö-za-l. 
    bamboo-on back-my-on sleep-PRES-1SG 
    I sleep with my back on the bamboo floor. 
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